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AI in the GLAM sector 
Recommender systems


Automatic classification, tagging

Metadata creation and enrichment

Handwriting recognition, OCR, etc. 



Transparency? 
Privacy? 
Inclusivity? 
Diversity?



Responsible AI 

• A broad research field related to developing, assessing and deploying AI in an ethical way. 

• Fairness, bias, non-discrimination, diversity, privacy, security, transparency, accountability, etc.  

• Relevant for machine learning (incl. deep learning/generative AI) but also for knowledge 
representation and reasoning (e.g. knowledge graphs, thesauri)
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Responsible AI

This talk 

• What happens in the AI research community that is relevant for GLAM?  

• e.g. inclusivity and, in the Netherlands: decolonisation of heritage data 

• What is (or can be) the role of GLAM in creating responsible AI?  

• Examples from
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Different goals for  
responsible AI 

What do we mean when we say we want 
‘fairness’ or ‘diversity’? ?!

Photo by Marcin Bajer on 
flickr.com, CC BY-NC 2.0
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• National Library of the Netherlands aims to be Neutral: “We do not develop or use AI 
applications that actively aim to manipulate people's behavior or thinking.”  

• Recommendations should be as close as possible to the items someone would 
consume on their own? 

• Recommendations should offer a wide variety of items? 

AI in Libraries: Seven Principles 
Jan Willem Van Wessel https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3865343

Different goals for responsible AI systems - examples from the 
media and culture sector.  



[1] Balazs Bodo. 2019. Selling News to 
Audiences – A Qualitative Inquiry into 
the Emerging Logics of Algorithmic News 
Personalization in European Quality News 
Media. Digital Journalism 0, 0 (2019), 
1–22. 
[2] Helberger, N., K. Karppinen, L. 
D’Acunto. 2018. Exposure Diversity as a 
Design Principle for Recommender 
Systems. Information, Communication & 
Society 21(2):191–207.
[3] S. Vrijenhoek, M. Kaya, N. Metoui, 
J. Möller, D. Odijk, and N.Helberger. 
Recommenders with a Mission: Assessing 
Diversity in News Recommendations. In 
Proc of CHIIR '21

• Diversity is often mentioned as a goal of news recommender 
systems [1, 2]. [3] define diversity metrics depending on the 
role of media in democracy: 
• Participatory model: media should give citizens what 

they need to be (politically) engaged -> recommendations 
should be a reflection of the real political world, with a 
larger share for more prevalent opinions. 

• Critical model: media should critically reflect on the 
status quo -> recommendations should highlight 
‘alternative voices’, i.e. content from  people from minority 
or marginalised groups. 

Different goals for responsible AI systems - examples from the 
media and culture sector.  



Ongoing work: we study varying notions of ‘diversity’

• Interviews with 3 public organisations - a library, a news 
organisation and a TV broadcaster - about how they see 
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organisation and a TV broadcaster - about how they see 
“diversity” in the context of a recommender system.

We found differences in diversity 
➡ goals (e.g. diverse content vs. a 
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➡ granularity (e.g. diverse lists vs. 

diverse items) 
➡ characteristics to consider 
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“If you’re diverse, you don’t take a stance. 
Because you show everything”

“ensuring that [...] everyone feels that there is something for 
[them]” and “[that people] recognise themselves in the author 
or in the main characters or the topics []”

In AI, ‘diversity’ usually means: items in a list 
are sufficiently different from each other, often 
in terms of genre, topic, producer, etc. 



• … 

• Definition 2 (Treatment equality) “Treatment equality is 
achieved when the ratio of false negatives and false positives is 
the same for both protected group categories”  

• Definition 8 (Counterfactual Fairness) “a decision is fair 
towards an individual if it is the same in both the actual world 
and a counterfactual world where the individual belonged to a 
different demographic group.” 

• …

Ninareh Mehrabi, 
Fred Morstatter, 
Nripsuta Saxena, 
Kristina Lerman, and 
Aram Galstyan. 2021. 
A Survey on Bias and 
Fairness in Machine 
Learning. ACM 
Comput. Surv. 54, 6, 
Article 115 (July 
2022)

Varying notions of ‘fairness’ in Mehrabi et al.
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Individual-fairness



User-fairness and producer-fairness

Both are relevant for GLAM. 

• E.g. does art by female artists get the same visibility as male artists? 

• E.g. do readers from minority groups get the same quality recommendations?  

Recommender 
system

Users Producers



(Un)availability of data 

What data do we need/have

to measure whether AI is fair, diverse, etc?

?
?

??
??

?
?
?

?
??

?
?

??
??

?
?
?

??
?



Sensitive data

Photo by Marcin Bajer on 
flickr.com, CC BY-NC 2.0

Many of these tools/approaches/metric require to know who is the ‘protected 
class’
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Sensitive data

• Legally protected 
characteristics: race, color, 
national origin, religion, sex, age, 
or disability. (or see https://
mensenrechten.nl/en/node/3)

Photo by Marcin Bajer on 
flickr.com, CC BY-NC 2.0

Many of these tools/approaches/metric require to know who is the ‘protected 
class’

https://mensenrechten.nl/en/node/3
https://mensenrechten.nl/en/node/3
https://flickr.com/photos/woolamaloo_gazette/41195443394/in/photolist-25Liq6q-DqGsBa-awUVsY-CN3eEh-6yPX9g-22TRx7o-46M17g-71enAx-edZHpo-v8oWz6-HxmKfK-rEQgsP-47BZM2-LxKAAp-Kc5j5d-nqWzSJ-ynxEVG-dRXad5-7Y7wwk-QFcAPT-dwK24E-2bxzaNM-G3obXD-8rLTPM-9YGzjN-NzBZwd-9Dz5De-eCFA2a-tdy6c-qNKx2u-qF6P4Y-qFjqCD-rBZZEr-px2QNS-mYwQXr-d2DLyu-WSKfmc-rzUcSS-rCbHAV-rCbJVi-rkBqbE-j5ksz-qFbPE7-bYXwrj-rzTVvJ-PFkg3n-25v26MG-Re72TU-7fP4JG-2376yCo
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• To study user-fairness, we need sensitive data 
about users 

• To study producer-fairness, we need sensitive data 
about producers

Low availability 
In GLAM

High availability 
In GLAM

Image from

 https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Sample-of-user-item-matrix_fig1_284737564

• In the AI research community, 
we generally have neither.

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Sample-of-user-item-matrix_fig1_284737564


Popularity bias 

Emre Yalcin, Alper Bilge. 
Investigating and counteracting 
popularity bias in group 
recommendations, Information 
Processing & Management, 58(5) 
2021.

✦ A known phenomenon in recommender systems “where 
popular items tend to be suggested over long-tail ones, 
even if the latter would be of reasonable interest for 
individuals”  

✦ Can be studied with just user-item matrices

Image from

 https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Sample-of-user-item-

matrix_fig1_284737564

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Sample-of-user-item-matrix_fig1_284737564
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Sample-of-user-item-matrix_fig1_284737564


Example study on popularity bias

• Abdollahpouri et al. study this from a user 
perspective: 
• User groups: Niche users, Diverse users, 

Blockbuster users.  
• RQ: How does popularity bias affect each 

group?  
• Results: All algorithms were extremely unfair to 

users with lesser interest in popular items. 
• Similar studies have been done on e.g. books and 

music. 

Abdollahpouri, H., 
Mansoury, M., Burke, 
R., Mobasher, B.: 
The unfairness of 
popularity bias in 
recommendation. 
arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1907.13286 
(2019)
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• Abdollahpouri et al. study this from a user 
perspective: 
• User groups: Niche users, Diverse users, 

Blockbuster users.  
• RQ: How does popularity bias affect each 

group?  
• Results: All algorithms were extremely unfair to 

users with lesser interest in popular items. 
• Similar studies have been done on e.g. books and 

music. 

Abdollahpouri, H., 
Mansoury, M., Burke, 
R., Mobasher, B.: 
The unfairness of 
popularity bias in 
recommendation. 
arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1907.13286 
(2019)

Has the focus of the field on popularity 
bias been mostly data-availability-driven, 
rather than interest-driven?

High availability of ‘producer data’ in 
GLAM means there is a potential role of 
GLAM to help shape new research 
directions. 



Producer-fairness: using the LOD cloud 
to get (sensitive) data about book authors

We developed a pipeline to add sensitive 
characteristics to the well-known Book-
Crossing dataset.

Savvina 
Daniil



Author data in Wikidata
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Author data in Wikidata

With that we were able to study not only popularity bias but also author-bias in book recommendation.  
• First study is on country of citizenship-bias. We also have data on age and gender.

Savvina 
Daniil



Measuring bias in datasets: the effect of 
dataset selection

Savvina 
Daniil



Measuring bias in the output of recommender algorithms
• Most algorithms (in fact, all but matrix factorization algorithms) over-represent 

U.S.-authored books in their recommendations. 
• Algorithms that display a bias in favor of U.S. authors are also the ones that 

display a popularity bias.



Measuring bias in the output of recommender algorithms
• Most algorithms (in fact, all but matrix factorization algorithms) over-represent 

U.S.-authored books in their recommendations. 
• Algorithms that display a bias in favor of U.S. authors are also the ones that 

display a popularity bias.

We conclude that the relatively accepted 
and harmless phenomenon of popularity 
bias leads to undesired forms of bias. 
We call this `hidden bias.’



Slide from Henriette Cramer 

on FAT* 2019 Translation Tutorial: 

Challenges of incorporating algorithmic fairness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UicKZv93SOY


Infer user information from interaction with the system

• Interaction signals user interest 
• You can study e.g. if the system performs equally well for each user group.  
• But: different groups might require different success metrics. 



Example study on defining user groups based on interaction with the 
historic newspaper archive of the National Library of the Netherlands

• We assume (facetted) queries 
and clicks on documents 
represent users’ interests. 

• We take subsets of the usage 
logs that show a particular user 
interest - and analyse 
behaviour within these subsets. 

Bogaard, Tessel, Laura Hollink, Jan 
Wielemaker, Jacco van Ossenbruggen, and 
Lynda Hardman. "Metadata categorization 
for identifying search patterns in a 
digital library." Journal of 
Documentation (2018).



Example study on defining user groups based on interaction with the 
historic newspaper archive of the National Library of the Netherlands
• Different user interests connected to differ user behaviours: 

• Users interested in WOII: long sessions, many (complex) queries, clicks and downloads (indications of success?) 
• Users interested in family announcements: short sessions, few clicks and downloads, many unique queries, 

usage of quotes

• Recommendations to the Library (selection) 
• include a facet to easily select the WOII period 
• prioritise post-correction of OCR tools for articles from Surinam 

•



Alternative: clustering of user interests 
• Results show 5 large clusters that are stable over time, plus 

several smaller, less stable clusters. 
• Stable clusters show different user behaviour, as above.
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Alternative: clustering of user interests 
• Results show 5 large clusters that are stable over time, plus 

several smaller, less stable clusters. 
• Stable clusters show different user behaviour, as above.

Example study on defining user groups based on interaction with the 
historic newspaper archive of the National Library of the Netherlands
• Different user interests connected to differ user behaviours: 

• Users interested in WOII: long sessions, many (complex) queries, clicks and downloads (indications of success?) 
• Users interested in family announcements: short sessions, few clicks and downloads, many unique queries, 

usage of quotes

• Recommendations to the Library (selection) 
• include a facet to easily select the WOII period 
• prioritise post-correction of OCR tools for articles from Surinam 

•

Note: present studies not about 
responsible AI. 
Main point: user behaviour data can 
be used as proxy for personal data

T. Bogaard, L. Hollink, J. Wielemaker, L. Hardman, and J. 
van Ossenbruggen. Searching for Old News: User Interests and 
Behavior within a National Collection. In Proc of CHIIR '19.



Biassed perspectives in data 
and metadata

For example, data that is created, collected, 
described from an outdated, colonial 
perspective. 



Heritage collections have been compiled over long periods of time

Screenshot. Europeana catalogue: https://
classic.europeana.eu/portal/en/record/2024904/
https___www_topfoto_co_uk_asset_3022471



Detection is not straightforward -> Context is key

Screenshot. Europeana catalogue: https://
www.europeana.eu/en/item/2024904/
https___www_topfoto_co_uk_asset_1827839



Different strategies to handle contentious terms

Screenshots. Historic Hudson Valley. People Not Property: Stories of Slavery in the Colonial North. https://peoplenotproperty.hudsonvalley.org



Different strategies to handle contentious terms

Screenshot. Amsterdam Museum gebruikt term 
‘Gouden Eeuw’ niet meer. https://
www.amsterdammuseum.nl/nieuws/gouden_eeuw

Amsterdam museum 
does not use the term 
‘golden age’ any 
more

https://www.amsterdammuseum.nl/nieuws/gouden_eeuw
https://www.amsterdammuseum.nl/nieuws/gouden_eeuw


Different strategies to handle contentious terms

Screenshot 2020? Het Nationaal Archief. Taalgebruik in onze archieven. 
https://www.nationaalarchief.nl/taalgebruik-in-onze-archieven

Language in our archives 

You may encounter words that 
were acceptable then, but can be 
experienced as hurtful, racist or 
discriminating now.  

The National Archive chooses to 
keep the original descriptions, 
because… 

https://www.nationaalarchief.nl/taalgebruik-in-onze-archieven


Ongoing process

Screenshot 2020? Het Nationaal Archief. Taalgebruik in onze archieven. 
https://www.nationaalarchief.nl/taalgebruik-in-onze-archieven

Language in our archives 

You may encounter words that 
were acceptable then, but can be 
experienced as hurtful, racist or 
discriminating now.  

The National Archive chooses to 
keep the original descriptions, 
because… 

Screenshot 2023. Het Nationaal Archief. Taalgebruik in onze archieven. 
https://www.nationaalarchief.nl/taalgebruik-in-onze-archieven

Language in our archives 

You may encounter words that 
were acceptable then, but can be 
experienced as hurtful, racist or 
discriminating now.  
The National Archive currently 
investigates the possibilities to 
adapt, explain or replace this 
language in the inventories.  

https://www.nationaalarchief.nl/taalgebruik-in-onze-archieven
https://www.nationaalarchief.nl/taalgebruik-in-onze-archieven


Biassed terminology might have consequences outside the archive

Screenshots. Historic Hudson Valley. People Not Property: Stories of Slavery in the Colonial North. https://peoplenotproperty.hudsonvalley.org

Training 
set



We developed a knowledge graph of contentious terminology

Modest, Wayne & Lelijveld, Robin (editors) 2018. 
Words Matter, Work in Progress I. National Museum of 
World Cultures. https://www.materialculture.nl/en/
publications/words-matter 

Andrei 
Nesterov

Based on domain expert knowledge about 
contentious words in the cultural sector 

ESWC 2023

https://www.materialculture.nl/en/node/1016


We developed a knowledge graph of contentious terminology



We developed a knowledge graph of contentious terminology

• 75 English and 83 Dutch 
potentially contentious 
terms 

• Linked to suggestions, 
explanations, examples 

• Linked to other LOD 
resources: 
• WordNet 
• Wikidata 
• Getty AAT 
• NMVM Thesaurus 

The resulting resource has been made openly available with a CC BY-SA 4.0 license following FAIR practices. 
https://github.com/cultural-ai/wordsmatter/



We developed an annotated text corpus 
of contentious terminology

"De vrouw tegenover hem was nog maar een meisje, twintig naar schatting. 

Een nauwsluitend zwart manteltje en rok, witte satijnen blouse, een kleine, 
chique, zwarte toque, modieus gedragen op één oor. 

Ze had een mooi, exotisch gezichtje, mat-witte huid, groote bruine oogen, 
git-zwart haar. 

Ze rookte een sigaret in een langen houder. 

Haar gemanicuurde handen hadden donkerroode nagels."

8 annotators per sample 
4: contentious, 3: not contentious, 1: I don't know

K-CAP 2021

Andrei 
Nesterov

Ryan 
Brate



We developed an annotated text corpus 
of contentious terminology

37

OCR'd texts in 
newspaper 
archive of the 
National Library 
of the 
Netherlands

* Stratified sample over: 
- query term  
- time period 1890–1941 
- newspaper

experts

crowd
sourcing

annotated corpus:
- 21,800 annotations 
- of 2,715 unique 

samples

+ new words
+ feedback

84 query terms

Conconcor  
(potentially contentious words, text snippets in which they occur,  
annotators’ responses, and metadata of the newspaper articles)  
is available from https://github.com/cultural-ai/ConConCor 

20

399

https://github.com/cultural-ai/ConConCor
https://github.com/cultural-ai/ConConCor
https://github.com/cultural-ai/ConConCor
https://github.com/cultural-ai/ConConCor


Large scale manual annotation of contentiousness: lessons learned

Inter-rater agreement is low:
- 𝛼 = 0.54 among experts
- 𝛼 = 0.31 for crowd annotators

but can be improved (to 𝛼 = 0.50)
by filtering out underperforming annotators:
- using control questions?
- using pairwise agreement between annotators? 
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Large scale manual annotation of contentiousness: lessons learned

Inter-rater agreement is low:
- 𝛼 = 0.54 among experts
- 𝛼 = 0.31 for crowd annotators

but can be improved (to 𝛼 = 0.50)
by filtering out underperforming annotators:
- using control questions?
- using pairwise agreement between annotators? 

Multiple annotators helps to get reliable data:
on half of the samples, 
over 80% of 
annotators agreed 
with each other.

Context is necessary to judge contentiousness:
most words are sometimes contentious and 
sometimes noncontentious, depending on the 
context.First experiments demonstrate that the corpus can be 

used to train a model to predict contentiousness 
baseline: balanced accuracy = [0.54-0.55]
model: balanced accuracy = [0.76-0.78]



Ongoing work: We study how contentious terms 
are used in Linked Open Data

Andrei 
Nesterov

LOD: Wikidata, The Getty Art & Architecture 
Thesaurus, WordNet (English and Dutch) 



Ongoing work: We study how contentious terms 
are used in Linked Open Data

Andrei 
Nesterov

https://babelnet.org/synset?
id=bn%3A00037547n&orig=ho
moseksuele&lang=NL

Results: 
• Contentious terms are used on a large scale in preferred 

labels, alternative labels and descriptions.  
• The LOD community is trying to address the issue in various 

ways: 
• Some LOD datasets mention it in their guidelines for 

editors 
• All LOD datasets contain properties that can be used to 

mark labels as offensive/slur/outdated, etc.  
• In all LOD datasets, we found cases where editors choose 

words to flag something as offensive/slur/outdated, etc. 
• All of the above methods are used sparsely and 

inconsistently.

Potentially large effects 
outside single LOD 
resources:

https://babelnet.org/synset?id=bn:00037547n&orig=homoseksuele&lang=NL
https://babelnet.org/synset?id=bn:00037547n&orig=homoseksuele&lang=NL
https://babelnet.org/synset?id=bn:00037547n&orig=homoseksuele&lang=NL


Thank you!

https://www.cwi.nl/en/groups/human-centered-data-analytics/ 
cultural-ai.nl/ 
aim4dem.nl/

https://www.cwi.nl/en/groups/human-centered-data-analytics/
http://cultural-ai.nl/
http://aim4dem.nl/

